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ABSTRACT In this study, we investigated the trade-off between the applicable field performance and
the high sensitivity of infrared absorption sensors and provided an optimization scheme. A near-infrared
greenhouse gas sensor was developed based on off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy (OA-ICOS)
for optimal detection performance with a highly integrated design. The developed sensor included a 12 cm
compact cavity length with an effective absorption path length of ∼68.2 m, simultaneously focused on
carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) detection. Different from in-lab studies, the whole driving and
signal processing functions were realized by a single FPGA processer. Using a calibration experiment with
limited hardware resources, the developed optimized locked-in amplifier and denoising scheme improved
the precision levels by∼3.2 times compared to a traditional design. An Allan deviation analysis showed that
the minimum detection limits were optimized to 0.9 ppmv (CH4) and 21 ppmv (CO2). A field application
was carried out in the town of SheLin over the course of 1 day, and the measurement results conformed to
the gas diffusion, biological photosynthesis and respiration characteristics, which indicated the potential of
the sensor for in situ applications. This work reveals the relationship between limited hardware resources
and detection performance and provides an optimization scheme to exploit compact OA-ICOS sensors with
improved sensitivity.
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INDEX TERMS Off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy, gas sensor, near-infrared, dew condensation,
greenhouse gases.

I. INTRODUCTION18

Energy consumption caused by human activity has led to con-19

tinuous growth in greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon diox-20

ide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are identified as controlled21

emission gases in the Kyoto Protocol and make the most22

prominent contributions to greenhouse effects. CO2 is the23

most significant anthropogenic greenhouse gas because of its24

high concentration. CH4 has a more serious potential to cause25

global warming effects than CO2 and plays a vital role in26

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Mira Naftaly .

atmospheric cycles and reactions [1]. Hence, a compact, real- 27

time, and in situ monitoring sensor system to determine both 28

CH4 and CO2 concentrations is urgently needed to analyze 29

the quality of the atmospheric environment. 30

Commercial greenhouse gas sensors based on nondispersive 31

near-infrared (NDIR) detection technology have advantages 32

compared to other kinds of sensors, such as semiconductors 33

and electrochemical sensors. Popular sensors based on NDIR 34

technology, such as K30 (Senseair Company) and S300 (ELT 35

Sensor Company) [2], are inexpensive and have a simpler 36

optical structure, but they do not generate satisfying measure- 37

ments. In contrast, Picarro greenhouse gas sensors, based on 38
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cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), have shown good39

ppb level measurement performance [3], [4]. However, this40

level of detection performance is superfluous for gas concen-41

tration detection in the atmosphere. Additionally, the price42

of a single sensor without tax is hundreds of thousands of43

dollars.44

The basic requirements for chemical gas-phase analysis45

are selectivity, sensitivity and stability [5]. In theory, laser46

spectroscopy techniques can meet the above requirements47

perfectly. However, in actual implementation, there is a trade-48

off among the performance indicators, such as response time,49

long-term monitoring stability, instrument complexity and50

portability. Additionally, the sensitivity of a sensor based on51

laser spectroscopy techniques is proportional to its effective52

optical path length. Traditional multi-pass gas cell (MPGC)53

sensors are a conventional design that can achieve dozens to54

a few hundred meters of path length [6], [7], [8]. The main55

constraints for limiting path length are the mirror size and56

input beam quality. Compared to MPGC, integrated cavity57

output spectroscopy using an integral cavity with a coaxial58

structure such as a gas cell can easily achieve a path length59

that is several kilometers long [9], [10], [11]. In addition,60

off-axis cavity output spectroscopy (OA-ICOS) can achieve61

a satisfying detection performance, including high detection62

precision, a fast response, and insensitive tomechanical struc-63

tural stability.64

Based on the current reports on trace gas monitoring based65

on OA-ICOS, a typical molecule sensitivity range in the mid-66

infrared region is a popular choice to achieve high detection67

precision because of its strong absorption lines [12], [13].68

Additionally, a commercial data acquisition card (DAQ), such69

as USB-62xx produced by NI, with digital signal processing70

based on PC is the most preferred option for providing high71

detection precision at the cost of a large amount hardware72

resources, large size, and lower cost performance [14], [15].73

Therefore, a self-developed in situ trace gas detection system74

in the near-infrared range with a portable signal processing75

hardware design is still a challenge due to the trade-off76

between the detection precision and the applicability of in77

situ monitoring. In addition, besides the cavity-mode noise78

[16], noise that is introduced by the application environ-79

ment, including mechanical vibration noise and unexpected80

man-made noise greatly increases the difficulty of the signal81

processing design.82

In this article, we reported a near-infrared CH4 and CO283

sensor based on OA-ICOS used for real-time, in situ ambi-84

ent monitoring. A small cage-based gas cell with an active85

pumping structure is used to reduce the response time. Addi-86

tionally, an optimized digital locked-in amplifier based on87

FPGA is designed to realize compact and low-cost hardware88

implementation. The processed data are filtered by Kalman89

filtering (KF) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For90

field monitoring application, CH4 and CO2 were monitored91

simultaneously, and the system’s detection performance was92

recorded effectively, including its low limitations, robustness,93

and reliability.94

FIGURE 1. The schematic of proposed dual-gas detection system.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 95

A. SENSOR SCHEME 96

A self-developed CH4 and CO2 dual-gas sensor-based 97

OA-ICOS was designed and implemented, and the structure 98

of that sensor is shown in Fig.1(a). Two butterfly pack- 99

aged 14-pin distributed feedback (DFB) lasers were driven 100

and modulated to scan at around 1653.7 nm and 1573 nm, 101

respectively, using the time-division multiplexing method 102

(TDM). Before coupling into the integrated cavity, two emit- 103

ting beams with a power of ∼8 mW were combined using 104

an optical fiber combiner (TW1650R5A1) and were colli- 105

mated by an optical collimator (50-1550A-APC, Thorlabs). 106

The high-finesse integrated cavity was nearly 10 cm long 107

and consisted of two self-processed spherical mirrors with a 108

reflectivity of about 99.901% at 1653.7 nm and 99.897% at 109

1573 nm. In order to achieve a reliable cavity that is coaxially 110

and insensitive to temperature deformation, the cavity was 111

designed using a cage system and fixed with an enclosure 112

made of invar steel. The output beams from the integrated 113

cavity were collected by a collimating lens (f = 50mm), and 114

the distributed beams were converged to the photosensitive 115

surface of near-infrared InGaAs detector. Through a sampling 116

and impedance matching circuit, the analogous electrical 117

signals were converged and processed by a self-developed 118

FPGA circuit. The developed sensor including optical part 119

and electrical part. In order to facilitate the experiments, the 120

current gas cell has not realized the expected miniaturization. 121

In the future improvement, the volume of optical part is able 122

to be reduced to less than one-third of the current version. 123

Besides the AC to DC modules, the electrical parts only 124

contain two 12.5 cm × 7.5 cm × 2 cm circuit boards. The 125

developed sensor has the further possibility to optimize the 126

miniaturization and portability. 127

B. DUAL-GAS DETECTION MECHANISM 128

The targeted line that was selected for CH4 absorptionwas the 129

R3 branch of the two absorptions line located at 1653.7 nm 130

and that is commonly used for CH4 detection because of its 131

good selectivity and strong absorption, as shown in Fig2(a). 132

Within this wavelength range, besides the gas species with a 133

C-H bond (C2H2, C2H4, etc.), are common interference gases 134
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FIGURE 2. The simulated detectable absorption lines of (a) CH4 and (b) CO2 at room temperature and the atmospheric pressure in the region with
possible interference gases.

such as CO2 and H2O, which are at least 3 times weaker than135

CH4 and that only contribute to the background signal, and136

the resulting influence can be eliminated through post data137

processing [17]. Based on the above analysis, the error caused138

by the interference gas has no effect on the detection precision139

of CH4 in the selected absorption range.140

Considering the reflection wavelength range of spherical141

mirrors and the CO2 concentration in air, the targeted line for142

CO2 absorption selected was selected to be around 1573 nm,143

as shown in Fig2(b). Considering that the CO2 concentration144

in air is∼ 400 ppmv, the targeted absorption strength of CO2145

was set to be three time lower than that of CH4 to ensure146

that the concentration of the fitted curve had a satisfying147

resolution. The only potential interference gas around this148

range is H2O, which can be ignored because of its weak149

absorption effect.150

C. LASER CHARACTERISTIC AND MODULATION151

Wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) was used to152

improve the detection signal and noise ratio. The linewidth of153

both of the selected DFB lasers is nearly 2 MHz, as measured154

using a commercial laser linewidth measurement instrument155

(OE4000, OE-waves), and the output power was nearly 8mW156

during the scanning period. The emission spectrum was mea-157

sured using near-infrared Fourier transform (FTIR) to adjust158

the control temperature and current, and the results are shown159

in Fig 3(a) and Fig3(b). The digital PID temperature control160

circuit was designed with a MTD415 core chip, and the self-161

adjusted parameters were updated according to the RS232162

ports. The dynamic fluctuations in the temperature during163

wavelength scanning was less than 0.005 ◦C.164

According to previously conducted research, the modula-165

tion depth in the WMS should be 2.2 times the half width166

at half maximum (HEHM) of the gas absorption lines [18].167

Additionally, signal processing difficulties and the frequency168

domain distribution of ambient noise should be comprehen-169

sively considered, so the modulation frequency was set to170

FIGURE 3. Emission spectra performance test results of (a) CO2 and
(b) CH4 lasers for optimized driving condition selection.

1 kHz. The output 2f peak to peak amplitude of the dig- 171

ital signal processing mode at different modulation depths 172

were measured at the targeted absorption lines, as shown 173

in Fig 4. The x axis is the modulation coefficient which 174

is the ratio of modulation depth and the half width at half 175

maximum (HWHM). Therefore, the maximum values were 176

achieved when the optimized modulation coefficients were 177

2.6(100 ppmv CO2) and 2.8(100 ppmv CH4), respectively. 178

D. EFFECTIVE PATH LENGTH DETERMINATION 179

During the actual implementation, it is difficult to achieve the 180

ideal state of the OA-ICOS sensor for coupling the off-axis 181

laser into the integrated cavity because of limitations in the 182

lens size and light path adjustment difficulties. In our design, 183

the cavity length is nearly 10 cm, and the reflectivity of the 184

lens is 99.90%, while the theoretical path length is 99 m. 185

An experimental absorption path length can be calculated 186

according to the experimental absorption spectrum and a fit- 187

ted baseline spectrum using the method reported in Ref. [19]. 188

The measured effective light path is nearly 68.2 m, which 189
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FIGURE 4. Normalized 2f amplitude versus the modulation depth for
modulation depth optimization.

FIGURE 5. SNR evaluation using the max 2f signal and standard deviation.

implies that interference from cavity mode noise should be190

considered in the signal processing mode.191

III. RESULTS192

A. SENSING PERFORMANCE193

1) GAS PREPARATION194

In order to achieve accurate calibration results, the gas sam-195

ples were prepared and pumped into the gas cell continuously196

at a certain gas flow rate. The gas samples were dynamically197

distributed through a mass flow meter (MT50-3G). To ensure198

accuracy of the results, the uncertainty of the standard gas199

samples was less than 2%. Different CO2 and CH4 sam-200

ples were prepared by mixing a standard detecting gas and201

99.999% N2.202

2) SNR ESTIMATION203

SNR is an effective means through with to calibrate the204

optical path and to optimize the parameters of a system, such205

as the modulation depth. As shown in Fig.5, a demodulated206

2f signal without any subsequent algorithm optimization was207

FIGURE 6. Dot plots for the extracted processed signal with different
concentrations of (a) CH4 and (b) CO2.

obtained using a 100 ppmv CH4 sample. The standard devi- 208

ation was determined in the non-absorption range, which is 209

about 0.5434 mV (1σ ). The corresponding SNR is nearly 210

59.3. In the further requirements for higher detection preci- 211

sion, the SNR is able to be increased at the price of exhaust- 212

ing the of hardware’s logic resources. The asymmetrical 2f 213

phenomenon is caused by the increasing the driving cur- 214

rent, which can be effectively suppressed by normalizing the 215

WMS-2f signal using the WMS-1f signal [20]. 216

3) CALIBRATION AND DATA-FITTING 217

Corresponding to the ambient gas concentration, dual-gas 218

calibration forces a different concentration range. The results 219

determining the concentration of the detected CH4 and CO2 220

were processed and communicated using a time-sharing mul- 221

tiplexing method to save parallel hardware logic resource 222

utilization. The 2f signal amplitudes of several different con- 223

centration levels were measured and are shown in Fig.6(a) 224

and Fig.6(b), respectively, corresponding to CH4 and CO2. 225

In addition, the data-fitting results demonstrate a linear 226

response between the 2f amplitude and the concentration with 227

an R square value of 0.9972. 228

The calibrated linear fitting results of CH4 and CO2 are 229

shown as Eq. 1 and Eq 2. 230

C = 685.105∗1U − 1.6874, (1) 231

C = 1431.125∗1U − 21.722, (2) 232

The parameter C is the detecting gas concentration and 1U 233

is the ratio of 2f and 1f. 234

4) DETECTION LIMIT 235

The Allan deviation was used to estimate the optimal averag- 236

ing time and detection limit of our detection system. In the 237

measurements, pure dry N2 was used to flush the gas cell for 238

at least 10 minutes, and the long-term measurement results 239

were recorded. The analysis results are based on Allan devia- 240

tion. For the CH4 detection shown in Fig. 7(a), the 1σ detec- 241

tion limit is nearly 8.9 ppmv for a 1s averaging time and the 242

detection limit is 1.6 ppmv for a 34s optimum integral time. 243

By comparison, the CO2 detection precision is insufficient 244

because of the weak absorption line. As shown in Fig. 7(b), 245

the responding 1σ detection limit is nearly 141 ppmv for a 246

1s averaging time, and the detection limit is 25.6 ppmv for 247

a 26s optimum integral time. Furthermore, the fluctuations 248
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FIGURE 7. Allan deviation analysis of the sensor system based on
20 mins CH4 and CO2 concen-tration measurement results in pure N2
atmosphere.

after the optimum integral time are mainly caused by system249

drifts, including ripples in the power supply, temperature250

fluctuations in the hardware circuits, and mechanical vibra-251

tions of the cavity during the long-term monitoring period.252

In addition, the detection limit performance was able to be253

improved based on optimized signal processingmethod in the254

following section B under the same hardware conditions.255

5) RESPONSE TIME256

A fast response time indicates a quasi-real time measure-257

ment and is a significant indicator in monitoring flammable258

and explosive materials. However, in continuous atmospheric259

measurement, a second level measurement delay is tolera-260

ble because of gradual changes in the characteristics of the261

greenhouse gas concentration. A shorter measurement period262

means a higher cost incurred to the limited logic resources,263

when the total amount of required logic resources remains264

unchanged in FPGA. That is to say, a fast response time265

occupies the resources used for high performance digital266

signal processing and decrease the SNR.267

In order to ensure that the detection limits of both CH4 and268

CO2 are lower than the concentrations in the atmosphere, the269

most basic resources required for signal processing capabili-270

ties should be guaranteed. Based on the above requirements,271

the measurement period, including the sampling time, data272

preprocessing time, CIC filter delay, FIR filter delay and KT273

filter delay, is nearly 0.62 s. Therefore, the scan frequency is274

set to 1 Hz and the experimental response time is 2 s. During275

the experiment, the pure N2 and 100 ppmv CH4 samples276

were repeatedly injected into the cavity bia mass flowmeter.277

In addition, according to the trialanderror method, when the278

response time was shortened to 0.5 s, the SNR decreased to279

nearly 10 dB.280

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI-DENOISING SCHEMES281

BASED ON FPGA282

Recent reports have paid more attention to detection perfor-283

mance, using commercial DAQ cards and PC-based signal284

processing, at the price of in situ application capability of285

sensor and cost effects. In this design, the whole core func- 286

tions, including laser driving, digital locked-in amplifier and 287

multiple denoising schemes, such as Kalman filtering and 288

wavelet transform, were realized based on a single FPGA 289

chip (EP4CE40). The system clock was set to 30MHz. It is 290

worth noting that a higher system clock input for CIC fil- 291

ter and FIR filter will take more logic resources implying 292

a decrease of filtering performance. In the actual design, 293

which has limited logic resources, the measurement preci- 294

sion was compared under multi-denoising schemes. In this 295

comparison, an∼80% logic resource comprising 39600 logic 296

elements and 116 embedded 18∗18 multipliers was set as a 297

standard resource cost to evaluate the performances of multi- 298

denoising schemes. 299

1) TRADITIONAL LOCKED-IN AMPLIFIER 300

The locked-in amplifier method is an effective method to 301

extract eigenfrequency signals and to suppress the noise of 302

other frequency domains. The noise-suppress performance is 303

proportional to the low-pass filter performance. Therefore, 304

compared to a serial processing system such as the DSP, 305

a parallel process chip is able to achieve a high-order filter 306

at the price of a high resource cost. With limited resources, 307

the cut-off frequency is lower than 10 Hz, and the filter order 308

is 214. 309

2) OPTIMIZED LOCKED-IN AMPLIFIER 310

In order to decrease the logic utilization while ensuring filter- 311

ing performance, a cascade integrator comb (CIC)filter and a 312

lower order lower pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter 313

are used to replace a higher order FIR. With similar filter 314

performance to the traditional locked-in amplifier, the logic 315

resource utilization is decreased to 62%. However, an extra 316

delay between the CIC filter and FIR filter is about 78ms 317

which may limit the shortest detection period. The influenc- 318

ing factors of this delay time includes the system clock, filter 319

orders and sampling frequency, which are recommended to 320

be adjusted according to specific requirements in practical 321

applications. It is worth noting that shortening of the delay 322

time will lead to an increase in resource consumption. In each 323

measurement period, there is a bump caused by the sudden 324

switching of periodic triangular wave on the beginning of the 325

waveform. In each scanning period, the 2f peak appears in a 326

nearly fixed time range. Therefore, the peak to peak finding 327

processing can avoid this bump. The raw signal and processed 328

output in each step are shown in Fig. 8. 329

3) WAVELET TRANSFORM SCHEME 330

Wavelet Transform is a suitable denoising scheme for FPGA 331

because of the low multiplier utilization. It consists of three 332

key parts, which are wavelet basic function, wavelet decom- 333

position level and wavelet threshold. In this work, the basic 334

function selected for wavelet was ‘‘Daubechies’’, that was 335

able to be used in the discrete wavelet transform. The length 336

of the filter was set to 16. Perform 4 level wavelet decom- 337

position processing on noisy signal. The typical Heursure 338
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FIGURE 8. (a) The measured output detection signal of the preamplifier circuits; (b) processed 2f signal from CIC filter and FIR filter, respectively.

threshold and local threshold functions were selected to real-339

ize the optimized denoising performance. The split, predict340

and update processes were realized by latch, shifter, and logi-341

cal judgements. The main resources occupancy is determined342

by the resolution bit width.343

4) KALMAN FILTERING SCHEME344

The Kalman filter has a satisfying suppression effect on the345

Gaussian noise of dynamic systems. In the prediction equa-346

tion, the ratio of the state transition matrix and state obser-347

vation matrix was normally adjusted according to the actual348

requirements of filtering performance and response seep. The349

filter performance increase, with a higher ratio value, at the350

price of long response delay. In this work, the ratio of the351

state transition matrix and state observation matrix was set to352

200 to balance the requirement between high filtering effi-353

ciency and response delay. And the first 20 measured signals354

were selected as the original input. In the implementation of355

FPGA code, the D flip-flop and state machine are the main356

logic resource used to build the Kalman Filtering.357

With the limited logic resource, the different denoising358

schemes including traditional locked-in amplifier, Wavelet359

transform and Kalman filtering are used to process the orig-360

inal 2f signals and the results are shown in Fig. 9. These361

denoising schemes were developed in the same hardware362

platform and the experimental results were acquired sequen-363

tially. The processed 2f signal were recorded over 50minutes.364

Compared to traditional locked-in amplifier, both Wavelet365

transform scheme and Kalman filtering scheme decrease the366

noise level over 2.5 times.367

5) COMPARISION AMONG MULTI-DENOISING SCHEMES368

Using the same logic resources, the noise suppression perfor-369

mance using multi-denoising methods was compared. During370

the experiments, the baseline noise in the sensor was mea-371

sured under a N2 atmosphere for half hours. The detection372

data were sampled from the CH4 channel as an example, and373

FIGURE 9. Second harmonic amplitudes fluctuation of CH4 at 100 ppmv
using different denoising schemes including traditional locked-in
amplifier, wavelet transform and kalman filtering.

the comparison results are shown in Table 1. In this table, the 374

raw data processed with the traditional locked-in amplifier 375

method were set at a standard level with a standard deviation 376

factor of 1. The detection limits were obtained for an average 377

time of 1 second, as calculated by Allan deviation. The extra 378

delay in the wavelet transforms and Kalman filtering was 379

mainly caused by the data latch and error of the divided 380

trigger clock in discrete FPGA system. In contrast, the delay 381

of the cascaded filters is still the main source of delay in 382

the system. In addition, the amount of logic resources used 383

for signal processing is about 80% of the total amount of 384

resources. 385

According to the above analysis, with limited logic 386

resources, a digital signal processing model with an opti- 387

mized locked-in amplifier and Kalman filter can achieve 388
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FIGURE 10. Continuous ∼24 hours monitoring of CH4 concentration and CO2 concentration (a) in a laboratory and (b) in a greenhouse in Mar.
2022 in SheLing.

FIGURE 11. (a) The instalment of the sensor in greenhouse; (b) temperature, humidity and dew condensation results of critical optical
components.

desirable detection performance. For example, the detection389

limit of CH4 is improved from 8.9 ppmv to 0.9 ppmv at390

1 second. Under even higher precision detection requirement,391

the detection limit is able to furtherly enhanced at the price392

of longer integration time. In the communication hardware393

design, critical parameters including integration time, R and394

Q of Kalman filtering. etc is able to be injected through395

RS232 to improve the applicability of the instrument to dif-396

ferent environments.397

Based on this scheme, the power consumption was398

recorded continuously, and the average power consumption399

was lower than 1.24W, which included the total power con-400

sumptions except laser drive. Therefore, the further optimiza-401

tion to achieve miniaturization based on the battery power402

supply is possible.403

IV. FIELD APPLICATION404

A. FIELD APPLICATION IN LAB AND GREENHOUSE405

As shown in Fig. 10(a), a continual experiment was carried406

out in laboratory in atmospheric environment. Considering407

the lower concentration of CH4 in atmospheric, the integra- 408

tion time is set to 30 seconds injecting through RS232 port. 409

The CH4 concentration during daytime was slightly lower 410

than that at nighttime. The most possible reason was related 411

to boundary layer dynamics and the extent of atmospheric 412

mixing. And the CO2 concentration during daytime had an 413

obvious increase with irregular fluctuation because of the 414

human activities. 415

In the greenhouse environment, because of the human 416

activities, the sudden changes of gas concentration are more 417

common in greenhouse. Therefore, the Q parameter of KF 418

filter is slightly increased. And the measured CH4 concen- 419

tration is much higher than the average concentration in the 420

atmosphere. This phenomenon is caused by CH4 production 421

and its release from soil microorganisms, such as methan- 422

otrophs, and chemical reactions of fertilizers [21]. In contrast, 423

the measured CO2 concentration data mainly complied with 424

the data for photosynthesis and artificial ventilation, implying 425

a desired detection performance [22]. In the daytime, human 426

activities, such as ventilation and human respiration, increase 427
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TABLE 1. Comparison among different denoising schemes (traditional
locked-in, optimized locked-in, wavelet transform and kalman filtering).

of CO2 concentration. In addition, the greenhouse used for428

the field application is a semi-enclosed structure. The higher429

CO2 concentration at night is caused by the plant respiration430

drifting to the outside and the growth trend of the CO2 con-431

centration became flat as the CO2 concentration decreased.432

B. DEW CONDENSATION TEST433

The risk of condensation forming on a mirror is one of434

the major threats to the application reliability of our sen-435

sor in complex environments, such as in a greenhouse. The436

sensor as installed in a greenhouse, and the results of the437

field experiments are shown in Fig.11(a) and Fig.11(b),438

respectively. Commercial temperature and humidity sensors,439

SHT75 (Sensirion, Laubisruetistrasse), were installed on key440

optical components, such as reflection mirrors. The humidity441

and temperature accuracywere 3.0% and 0.4◦ C, respectively.442

During the in-situ application, potential errors were caused443

by measurement factors, such as the supply voltage, ADC444

resolution, etc., which were calibrated. The calculated dew445

condensation temperature is represented by a red curve and446

was determined using the Barenbrug formula, which has an447

uncertainty of 0.4 ◦C. At night, the safety margin between448

the condensation temperature and the actual temperature was449

less than 3 ◦C, which simplies a potential condensation risk.450

Constant temperature control may eliminate the potential451

condensation but possibly at the price of more power con-452

sumption.453

V. CONCLUSION454

The design and implementation of a novel in situ dual455

greenhouse gas monitoring sensor was presented, and the456

reserach fully considered the miniaturization of the sen-457

sor and the applicability of in situ application. The CH4458

and CO2 detection limits were determined to be 0.9 ppmv459

and 21 ppmv, respectively, satisfying the in-situ application460

requirements. Due to the limited logic resources, the uti-461

lization of an optimized locked-in amplifier with Kalman462

filtering demonstrated better signal processing performance.463

The field experiments were demonstrated in a greenhouse, 464

which further validated the stability of the sensor system 465

for greenhouse gas monitoring in-suit. There is a potential 466

risk of dew condensation, and this should be prevented. 467

Further efforts will be made to determine further trade- 468

offs and optimization possibilities to enhance detection per- 469

formance, the minimum size of the sensor for integration 470

and cost effective, and expandable applicability to other 471

field deployment tasks, such as urban natural gas leakage 472

inspections. 473
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